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ABSTRACT

The use of online learning facilitates pre-service teachers to attain effective learning activities with proper teaching materials. This study is aimed at investigating pre-service English teachers’ responses to online instruction and responses to critical teacher feedback. This study is categorized as a descriptive qualitative study. This kind of study is chosen because researchers need to attain data relating to responses, attitudes, or opinions. The data of this study cover the pre-service teachers’ opinions on their writing online instruction and their critical teacher feedback during the teaching of writing fully online. The data are analyzed in qualitative ways and the data are presented in the form of percentages and reasons for their responses to the research issues. The percentage data are used to strengthen the pre-service teachers’ opinions or responses to writing online instruction and critical teacher feedback. The research findings showed that the implementation of online writing instruction and giving critical feedback are proper to help pre-service English teachers reformulate their texts. The pre-service English teachers gave positive responses. It is proven that they are able to manage their time in writing activities during online learning. The kinds of feedback given include oral recast, oral metalinguistic correction, written direct correction, and written metalinguistic correction. They feel more comfortable with those types of critical feedback provided by lecturers. The implication of the study practically shows that the findings suggest teachers’ critical feedback and online learning may work together to aid writing development.
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INTRODUCTION

Online language instruction in ELT takes place in web-based, blended learning, hybrid courses, or fully virtual learning (Blake, 2011). The delivery format is done online in which pre-service teachers do not meet each other in a face-to-face context (Méndez-Carbajo & Wolla, 2019). A face-to-face course has affordances that are different from online language instruction. Online language instruction can foster autonomous learning and can reach broader participants than face-to-face learning (Gacs & Spasova, 2020; Tarone, 2015). Online language learning can be carried out virtually in different places such as using teleconferencing in Google Meet and Zoom meeting media. Online learning has been met as efficiently as face-to-face teaching (Moneypenny & Aldrich, 2016). Fully online instruction is mostly done in the ELT context nowadays. In this context, all teachers or lecturers must teach their subjects through online instruction. This compulsion happens not only around Indonesia but across the globe.

EFL teachers are demanded to engage pre-service teachers in online learning using various learning tools. The use of online learning aims to help pre-service teachers attain effective learning activities with proper teaching materials (Gacs & Spasova, 2020; Saeed & Ghazali, 2016) and to diminish covid-19 outbreak around students’ and teachers’ environment. Learning tools commonly used by Indonesian teachers are google classroom, google meet, email, and WhatsApp devices (Haerazi et al., 2020; Sukmawati & Nensia, 2019; Mospan, 2018). The use of various online devices is oriented to facilitate students to practice writing and give effective written feedback to pre-service teachers.

In the EFL writing literature, extensive studies have been conducted on the influence of feedback in teaching writing skills (Ellis et al., 2008; Baker & Hansen-Bricker, 2010; Benson & DeKeyser, 2019), types of feedback given by teachers (Kim et al., 2020; Karim & Nassaji, 2020), and students’ perception on feedback forms (Bonilla López et al., 2018; Tan et al., 2020). Unfortunately, there is a limited number of focusing on teachers’ perception of critical feedback of online learning and how pre-service teachers respond to critical teacher feedback. It remains quite unmapped. This study aims to gain insight into how English pre-service teachers’ perception of writing online instruction and how their responses are toward critical teacher feedback of writing online learning at higher education.

In the present study, critical feedback refers to information that asks or asserts whether there is a need to replace aspects of pre-service teachers’ performance or understanding (Bjørndal, 2020). It also can refer to grammatical structures even though pre-service teachers’ mistakes are certainly not limited to grammatical structures (Kim et al., 2020; Sippel, 2019). It is in connection with Mackey, Gass, and McDonough (2000) who argue that
students made mistakes and they received critical feedback on errors regarding grammar, phonology, lexis, and semantics. The current study addresses readers to pre-service teachers’ perception on critical feedback of online learning and critical mentor feedback strategies. Commonly, in offline learning, pre-service teachers are provided with feedback while they are writing. It is also can be given by teachers in online learning.

Critical feedback in ELT is corrective feedback provided by teachers critically in order that pre-service teachers have the desire to change or revise what teachers request and suggest (Alshuraidah & Storch, 2019; Storch, 2010). Critical feedback also concerns the need to modify the pre-service teachers’ practice in the form of delivering questions. It aims to encourage pre-service teachers to reflect and think about their comprehension of practice (Crutcher & Naseem, 2016). It is the same tone as Bjorndal (2020) who defines critical feedback as information given by teachers who are asking or asserting a need to revise or change pre-service teachers’ understanding or understanding. Therefore, critical written feedback in this article refers to corrective feedback provided by teachers to reflect and think about pre-service teachers’ writing products. It is oriented to change pre-service teachers’ writing practice and comprehension. In addition, feedback in ELT always refers to two types of feedback that are direct and indirect feedback (Lee, 2019).

Giving critical feedback for pre-service teachers is a challenging one because it can develop their competences through reflection (Crasborn et al., 2011; Crutcher & Naseem, 2016). English teachers encourage them to reflect on their writing processes and products. The writing processes refer to activities in which pre-service teachers correct the processes of making drafts, revision, editing, and publications. The writing products refer to activities in which pre-service teachers accomplish a certain type of text such as complete descriptive text or exposition text (Rostamian et al., 2018; Du & List, 2020). For teachers, encouraging them is a key task in improving both writing processes and products (Haerazi, Irawan, Suadiyatno, & Hidayatullah, 2020).

In online instruction, English teachers give their feedback to pre-service teachers in the form of oral and written feedback (Ellis et al., 2008; Sheen, 2010). These two feedback forms can differ in practice. Oral corrective feedback occurs online. The feedback is provided after pre-service teachers carry out errors, while written corrective feedback is inevitably offline, and pre-service teachers are provided feedback in which there is a delay between those who make errors and receiving the feedback (Ellis, 2010; Lyster & Saito, 2010). In the present study, English teachers conducted the writing classes in fully online. They bring their learners in online
instruction using some learning tools. By investigating the efficacy of feedback types on writing classes, the current study is started from pre-service teachers’ responses on writing online learning. Thus, it is continued to find out their responses to critical teacher feedback in online learning.

In this study, the language skill is focused on writing skills because writing is the most difficult language skill to be acquired by English learners because it needs various competences such as cognitive, sociocultural, and linguistic competences (Haerazi et al. 2020; Suksesi et al., 2019; Haerazi et al., 2018). Because of this, English lecturers or teachers are demanded to provide pre-service teachers with appropriate teaching-learning methods, materials, and media. In pandemic, teaching writing is done in online or synchronous learning. Teachers strive to provide pre-service teachers with technology-based writing tasks (Kim et al., 2020). It helps them to practice writing with various tasks. During the writing learning-teaching synchronously, teachers give feedback for them in the form of oral and written feedback (Ellis et al., 2008). In addition, teachers applied learning activities such as small collaborative writing activities virtually. Collaborative writing activities help pre-service English teachers to create simple sentences and facilitate them in generating creating texts requested by teachers (Alshuraidah & Storch, 2019). The learning tools employed to facilitate pre-service teachers in carrying out writing processes include google classroom, google meet, email, and WhatsApp application.

This article also elaborates on some types of oral feedback provided by English teachers such as oral recast and oral metalinguistic correction. In written feedback, researchers also investigate feedback of such written direct correction and written metalinguistic correction. In the teaching of writing in some higher educations, teaching writing skills is carried out through online instruction. Therefore, the present study sets out to investigate pre-service teachers’ responses to writing online instruction and critical feedback provided by English teachers. The following two research questions guided the study: (1) how English pre-service teachers respond to writing online instruction are; and (2) how pre-service teachers respond to critical teacher feedback in online learning. The novelty of the current study lies in deep analysis or understanding of pre-service teachers’ responses to writing online instruction, and the results become a consideration to find out their greater responses to critical teacher feedback in the teaching of writing skills in online learning.

METHOD

This study aims to investigate English pre-service teachers’ responses to writing online instruction and critical teacher feedback in the higher education institutions at West Nusa Tenggara,
Indonesia. This study is categorized as a descriptive qualitative study. This kind of study is chosen because researchers need to attain data relating to responses, attitudes, or opinions (Miles et al., 2016). The data of this study cover the pre-service teachers’ opinions on their writing online instruction and on their critical teacher feedback during the teaching of writing in fully online. The data are presented in the form of percentage and reasons as their responses to the two issues. The percentage data are used to strengthen the pre-service teachers’ opinions or responses to writing online instruction and critical teacher feedback. There are 99 pre-service teachers involved in filling out questionnaire items and 30 pre-service English teachers are involved in deep interview activities in the current study.

The current study employs a questionnaire and interview technique to attain the data relating to the pre-service teachers’ responses to writing online instruction and critical teacher feedback. The two instruments permit researchers to measure and summarize pre-service teachers’ attitudes and opinions as their responses to the two issues investigated (Miles et al., 2016); (Creswell & Creswell, 2018). The questionnaire covers statements corresponding to the writing online learning activities, and the efficacy of online learning processes. It is presented with adapting Likert Scale that has five options to be marked by pre-service teachers. The options include the Strongly Disagree, Disagree, Neutral, Agree, and Strongly Agree. The questionnaire contains ten statements distributed to pre-service teachers, and it is close-ended questions or statements. The answers are visualized in the form of percentage, and the results are also continued by conducting interview sessions. In the interview sessions, 30 pre-service English teachers are purposively asked to provide their reasons or responses to the two main issues in the present study. The results of interview activities are performed in descriptive or narrative responses.

The data of this study are collected using a questionnaire and interview sheets. The questionnaire is distributed at the end of semester because the fully online learning is carried out in the whole semester. The data are then analyzed by measuring and calculating the percentage of each option of the Likert Scale. To make the data stronger, researchers do the process of describing, abstracting, and transforming the option that has been chosen by pre-service teachers in the form of narrations (Cohen et al., 2018). The data of pre-service teachers’ responses to critical teacher feedback are attained through interview activities. The results are then analyzed in qualitative ways. The data analysis of this comprises the process of data condensation, data display, and conclusion drawing or verification (Miles et al., 2016). In the step of data condensation, researchers select and simplify the interview results in line with the research.
problems. The data are then organized in the form of extended paragraphs which contain an assembly of information in accordance with each aspect of the questions. It is then called the phase of data display. Afterward, the data are verified and concluded in terms of a complete description.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Results

This study is aimed at investigating pre-service teachers’ responses to writing online instruction and critical teacher feedback in the teaching of writing skills at higher education institutions in West Nusa Tenggara, Indonesia. The issues of pre-service teachers’ responses to online learning are gained through the questionnaire distribution and interview sheets. The findings are presented in the form of percentages and pre-service teachers’ answers or reasons on each item.

Pre-service teachers’ responses to the writing online instruction

To gain data on pre-service teachers’ responses to writing online instruction, researchers distribute questionnaires to 99 pre-service teachers and interview 30 pre-service teachers of writing classes. The interview is conducted to support questionnaire results. There are 11 items to be marked by English pre-service teachers around West Nusa Tenggara. The result of the questionnaire is presented in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>I can administer my time of learning when I have to practice writing in online instruction.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>69%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>I can adjust my learning to accomplish my writing in online learning.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Online instruction is convenient for writing activities.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>76%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Online instruction allows the lecturer to provide feedback to my writing.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Online instruction was effectively employed in writing processes.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Online instruction was effectively implemented for exploring writing exercises.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1 provides a visual presentation of questionnaire results of writing online instruction marked by 30 pre-service teachers. The items consist of 11 questions. Findings are presented in the form of percentage of each item. The statements of the targeted responses are classified into four big issues (time management, feeling, effectiveness, writing activities, and lecturer’s professionalism). The responses indicate writing online instruction can facilitate pre-service teachers to practice writing effectively by using various learning tools. However, these pre-service teachers’ responses are continued by conducting interviews to know reasons of their responses marked in the questionnaire. Ten pre-service teachers are involved in interview activities. The result of interview activities is demonstrated in Table 2.

Table 2. Pre-service Teachers’ Responses to Writing Online Instruction by Interviews

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Questions</th>
<th>Reasons (Sample Excerpts)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Can you administer your time of learning when you have to practice writing in online instruction?</td>
<td>S4: “…my lecturer gives me a schedule of writing subject. Due to this I can adjust my time of learning to practice writing and do exercises in online learning…”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>How do you adjust your learning to accomplish writing exercises in online learning?</td>
<td>S3: “…when my lecturer provides me with writing exercises, I can find other resources of how to write topic sentences or supporting sentences…When I do not understand what the lecturer commands, I ask a help to my friend to explain it…”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>Questions</td>
<td>Reasons (Sample Excerpts)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 3  | Is online instruction convenient for your writing activities?             | S2: “…composing sentences in online learning enables me to accomplish my writing tasks quickly…I enjoy my learning style and I feel easy to find out some examples of texts to be imitated…”  
S6: “…writing online instruction facilitates me to practice writing easily…I can open e-dictionary and access Grammarly devices to check my writing projects…” |
| 4  | Does online instruction allow the lecturer to provide feedback to your writing? | S1: “…online instruction makes me and my lecturer can communicate easily…I can receive direct critical feedback in online learning…”  
S5: “…my lecturer can provide me with direct feedback in google meet while writing exercises and he also gives me the written critical feedback about my text…” |
| 5  | Is online instruction effectively employed in carrying out writing processes? | S9: “…in online learning, my lecturer gives me an explanation of how we arrange a complete text by doing drafting, editing, revising, and presenting processes…I can do it well through online…”  
S10: “…in composing a full paragraph, using online learning tools make me easy to create ideas to compose sentences…” |
| 6  | Is online instruction effectively implemented for exploring writing exercises? | S6: “…in google classroom, my lecturer provides me with various writing exercises to generate a complete exposition text…this helps me to express my opinions of certain problems…”  
S7: “…using mobile phones helps me access and explore my writing exercises in an online way…” |
| 7  | Does online instruction activities encourage you to write a good text?    | S1: “…with various exercises provided by the lecturer, I can generate a complete text…”  
S3: “…in online direct and indirect feedback, the lecturer provides me with some teaching materials of writing…It helps me to understand certain generic structures of the text…” |
| 8  | Is online instruction used effectively for doing richer learning activities (Individual work, pair work, group work)? | S4: “…when we are in online learning, we always generate various introductory paragraph of the exposition text because we work in a group.  
S5: “…we can produce a complete exposition text because we work in pairs. We always discuss our writing tasks via WhatsApp application.” |
| 9  | Does writing Online instruction require using various learning tools (Google classroom, google meet, Email, WhatsApp, e-Dictionary)? | S7: “…when we are in online learning, most of us use google classroom to see our writing tasks…we utilize WhatsApp to communicate…e-Dictionary is useful for us to translate some difficult words” |
| 10 | Does writing online instruction require a lecturer’s digital literacy?    | S8: “…According to me, my lecturer has enough digital knowledge in carrying out online instruction…he asks their students to check Google classroom and email…we sometimes conduct the writing class via Google meet.  
S10: “…I believe my writing lecturer has enough digital knowledge so we can operate online learning classes…” |
Is online instruction effective for boosting motivation and engagement in EFL classrooms?

S1: “...online learning makes us enable to accomplish our writing projects or tasks effectively because we have good motivation to do those...we are involved in each writing activity individually or in group...”

S4: “...online learning gives us many chances to accomplish our writing tasks...the lecturer provides us good feedback toward our texts...It make us encouraged of completing writing tasks...”

From 30 research participants, 10 pre-service teachers are involved in interview activities. Most of them argue that online instruction helps them accomplish their writing tasks or project effectively. Table 2 presents that online instruction can encourage pre-service teachers to work collaboratively. It can be done in individual work, in pairs, and in groups. When they do not understand the writing tasks or teaching materials, they endeavor to communicate with their partners. It can be done via email, WhatsApp application, and google meet. However, there are others who encounter hindrances to learn individually in online learning, and they couldn’t perform the learning activities well. In addition, most students admit that in order to deliver the appropriate writing materials and to give critical feedback and correction to their writing tasks, a professional lecturer is required. A qualified lecturer is needed to provide critical feedback and input on pre-service teachers’ writing products.

Pre-service teachers’ responses to critical teacher feedback

The data of pre-service teachers’ responses to critical teacher feedback are gained through interview activities. The critical teacher feedback is provided by the teacher on pre-service teachers’ texts. The teacher gives critical comments on their texts not only dealing with linguistic aspects but also with perception of a crucial aspect of writing practice. The feedback of linguistic aspects refers to knowledge of grammars, vocabulary, language use, and mechanics. Non-linguistic feedback deals with the organization, content, and topical elaboration of the written text. In the present study, feedback can be given by the teacher through oral and written ways in online learning. The pre-service teachers’ responses to critical teacher feedback are presented in Table 3.
Table 3. Interview Results of Pre-service Teachers’ Responses to Critical Teacher Feedback

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Themes</th>
<th>Pre-service English teachers’ responses (S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1  | Oral recasts (grammar, vocabulary, language use)                       | S5: “…when the lecturer provides me in oral recast, I often fail to notice what he suggests to me...in the grammar correction case, I can revise it directly…”  
S7: “…when the lecturer corrects my text orally, I understand directly what I should do then about my text…” |
| 2  | Written direct correction (grammar, vocabulary, language use, organization, content, elaboration) | S3: “…I can develop my text in detail when my lecturer provides me written correction...I can understand in detail what the lecturer suggests through written direct correction on my text…”  
S8: “…written direct correction given to me makes my learning better than before because the lecturer gives me correct forms, and how to express ideas into writing pieces…” |
| 3  | Oral metalinguistic feedback (grammar, vocabulary, language use, organization, content, elaboration) | S1: “…I am pleased to hear my lecturer when giving linguistic information toward my text... he also gives a correction of the forms of language use…”  
S4: “…when the lecturer gives me metalinguistic information of how to use ‘articles’, I become more careful in using those in creating paragraphs…” |
| 4  | Written metalinguistic correction (grammar, vocabulary, language use, organization, content, elaboration) | S2: “…when I make errors in my text, the lecturer gives me linguistic explanation in detail why it is stated error, and he provides a correct form in it…”  
...it makes me more understand how to express correct forms and word use…”  
S6: “…the written metalinguistic correction makes me more understand what was wrong and how to correct it...the lecturer’s explanation helps me to finish my writing works…” |

The critical feedback given by the lecturer in various ways. Table 3 provides a visual description of the lecturer’s critical feedback. It consists of four critical feedback treatments or techniques. Those include oral recast, written direct feedback, oral metalinguistic feedback, and written metalinguistic feedback. The oral recast takes place when the pre-service teacher makes an error using recast online learning. In addition, the lecturer provides pre-service teachers with metalinguistic explanation (oral metalinguistic feedback) or correction getting along with oral recast. These two techniques of feedback happen when pre-service teachers accomplish their writing exercises supervised by the lecturer. Thus, the written corrective feedback takes place as pre-service teachers make errors in their texts. In the same time,
the lecturer provides them with written metalinguistic information. These two types of feedback are given after they accomplish their complete texts. The first two techniques of giving feedback are different from the last two ones of feedback in the form of medium and time of providing the feedback.

Discussion

Critical feedback is essential for developing pre-service teachers’ writing products through reflection based on feedback provided. The current study is aimed at investigating pre-service teachers’ responses to writing online instruction and responses to critical lecturer feedback in the teaching of writing skills. The two key issues are presented in this section in line with the research findings.

Pre-service teachers’ responses to writing online instruction

Some issues relating to writing online instruction are distributed for students to be answered in the form of questionnaire. Pre-service teachers’ responses dealt with how they administer learning time when they practice writing in online instruction. Mostly, they gave positive responses. It is proven that they can manage their writing activities during online learning. When lecturers provide their writing tasks to produce a complete text, they can learn the generic structure of the text and discuss it with their friends or ask lecturers about it through online.

Online learning enables them to raise their quality of higher-level writing. It is in line with Ozgur (2020) who argues that online learning facilitates learners to learn teaching materials fast and effectively. They can also improve their writing quality and enhance their sense of self-control over online learning (Curwood et al., 2017; Xianwei et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2021).

Online learning in the teaching of writing skills gives pre-service teachers to open many kinds of learning tools to check and revise their writing texts effectively and accurately. For instance, Grammarly application employed is very familiar for learners in checking their writing texts (Li & Zhu, 2017; Saeed & Ghazali, 2016). Through online learning activities, they access some resources to support their ideas or topics to write (Chapelle, 2012; Son, 2018). Because of this, they can adjust their time to practice writing and do a lot of exercises in online learning. It was supported by interview results in which they can access Writing Checker program in online learning to see whether their complete paragraph was written well or not. Compared with offline writing activities, online learning activities are able to facilitate pre-service teachers to adjust their time and accomplish writing tasks efficiently.

Writing activities in the current study refer to process-based and product-based learning activities. In the process-based activities, pre-service teachers are asked to focus on the control of technique.
The control of techniques tends to learner-centered writing activities in which they carry out brain-storming, planning, multiple drafting, and peer collaboration before writing. These stress more cognitive aspects (Bakla, 2020; Haerazi, Utama, et al., 2020). In brain-storming activities, they can generate some ideas to write. Through online learning, they perform interactive brain storming in groups. During the brainstorming, lecturers lead them to create some draft writing that can be used as topic sentences and supporting sentences later on. In product-based learning activities, pre-service teachers are directed to focus on language structures. They are asked to pay attention to arrangement of words, phrases, clauses, sentences, and paragraphs. It makes them easy to see whether their formal text units and grammatical features of the text are arranged and written well. It is in accordance with Biber et al. (2011) and Gao and Ma (2019) who inform that writing activities should be oriented to language structures because writing relates to grammatical and lexical knowledge. Also, writing improvement is considered as the result of imitating and manipulating processes provided by lecturers (Haerazi, et al., 2020; Haerazi & Kazemian, 2021).

In the process-based and product-based writing activities, lecturers provide pre-service teachers with various writing activities. The familiarization process of the text going to be written is subjected to pre-service teachers during writing activities. According to their responses, familiarization of the text directs them to comprehend what grammar forms and vocabulary are applied in a certain text. It is in line with Haerazi et al. (2018) who reported that texts are usually regarded as a series of appropriate grammatical structures, and learners can generate various sentences with manipulating and imitating the model text. In online learning, pre-service teachers conduct the familiarization process through a peer collaboration. As the result, they can produce a complete descriptive text. During producing a complete descriptive text, they manipulate fixed patterns from a substitution graphic organizer provided by lecturers. In peer collaboration, they explore the model text to be imitated. In doing so, the lecturers’ role is controller. These activities are then called the controlled-writing activity.

As a controller, lecturers have chances to provide pre-service teachers with various feedback. The process is done in online writing learning. The kinds of feedback given by lecturers consist of linguistic aspects and non-linguistic. The feedback of linguistic aspects refers to knowledge of grammars, vocabulary, language use, and mechanics. It is in line with Curwood et al. (2017) who found the linguistic aspects are essential to be assessed in the teaching of writing. It aims to provide learners with understanding of how the lexical and syntactical forms are combined as a demonstration of knowledge.
to create texts (Sheen, 2010; Storch, 2010). At the same time, non-linguistic feedback deals with the organization, content, and topical elaboration of the written text. In the present study, feedback is given by lecturers through oral and written ways in online learning. The feedback is carried out in the oral recast, written direct feedback, oral metalinguistic feedback, and written metalinguistic feedback. The research findings indicate that giving these kinds of feedback encourage pre-service teachers to accomplish their writing assignments easily.

Pre-service teachers compose their writing tasks effectively with utilizing online learning platforms such as Google classroom, google meet, email, WhatsApp, and e-Dictionary. Many studies reveal that these platforms are helpful for English learners to develop their linguistic competences (Haerazi et al., 2020; Haerazi & Kazemian, 2021). In the study, pre-service teachers are facilitated with these learning tools in the online writing classes. The findings showed that the learning processes run well. It is proven by which they have great motivation to follow the online learning and are able to accomplish their writing tasks. For instance, they create a WhatsApp group to conduct a discussion. In group, they carry out Google meet session to decide what they have written linguistically accurate or not. At the same time, they consulted their writing to lecturers to give good feedback. The feedback is often given in the form of oral and written direct feedback.

Pre-service teachers’ responses to critical teacher feedback

Feedback is carried out by lecturers during pre-service teachers do writing tasks online and after they completes their writing. The kinds of feedback given include oral recast, oral metalinguistic correction, written direct correction, and written metalinguistic correction. Synchronously, lecturers provide pre-service teachers with those kinds of feedback. It takes place online while pre-service teachers are in the process of composing their writing and after completing their texts. The feedback is afforded to make their writing to be better and linguistically accurate. It is in accordance with Sheen (2010) who reveals that written feedback or oral feedback is aimed at helping learners develop and increase their linguistic competence and accuracy. Giving that feedback was responded in various responses by pre-service teachers.

Dealing with oral recast feedback, pre-service teachers feel that they can notice a number of grammatical features, and they can make correction explicitly and directly. Synchronously, lecturers provided them with some correction and correct forms. It is often in the form of clarification and elicitation. According to some pre-service teachers, oral recast feedback can contribute to develop their implicit
knowledge of writing processes and linguistic competence. It is in line with Gao and Ma (2019) & Shintani and Ellis (2013) who inform that recast feedback is effective for learners to conduct cognitive comparison on how they reformulate their utterances into written forms. They are able to eliminate the interlanguage effects when they practice to write. Oral recast feedback can also promote learners to acquire linguistic knowledge and recognize their corrective force (Ha et al., 2021). Nevertheless, pre-service teachers often fail to notice well what lecturers suggest to them. When this happens, lecturers announce some mistakes that should be corrected.

Oral feedback differs from written feedback. As written in the literature review of the current study, oral corrective feedback is afforded online and directed at individual pre-service teachers (Lyster & Saito, 2010; Xu et al., 2017). One of oral feedback types provided for pre-service teachers is oral metalinguistic correction. This feedback helps pre-service teachers reformulate their texts. The correction is focused on correct forms following errors, and at the same time they are given linguistic information. According to research findings, some pre-service teachers feel more comfortable by giving linguistic information along with the correct forms toward their texts. Linguistic information provided refreshes their memory of the grammatical accuracy, coherence, discourse features, and language structures. Synchronously, lecturers explain the linguistic information, and learners notice the correction. For instance, lecturers explore to them how English articles (a, an, the) are applied as noun marks. Nevertheless, oral metalinguistic correction often fails to encourage learners to notice deep linguistic correction and improve grammatical awareness, as noted by some researchers (Ellis et al., 2008; Sheen, 2010; Shintani & Ellis, 2013). It is supported by interview results. Some pre-service teachers feel fail to notice the metalinguistic feedback given by lecturers.

Differed from oral feedback, written direct correction is provided for pre-service teachers to help them correct their writing texts in terms of grammatical accuracy. Written direct correction feedback is the most effect in helping learners to improve their writing quality. It is supported by some pre-service teachers’ responses in which they feel easy to compose a complete paragraph and even a text because lecturers give a written elaboration of linguistic knowledge, vocabulary choices, syntactic patterns, and cohesive devices that comprise the essential building of texts. They can imitate and manipulate the model text given in the written feedback (Haerazi et al., 2020; Haerazi & Irawan, 2019; Han & Hiver, 2018). Using Review-Tracking tool in Microsoft Word makes them easy to comprehend and understand deeply the grammatical correction. Synchronously, lecturers and pre-service teachers discuss
and communicate the writing problems and linguistic correction successfully. For instance, lecturers in composing organization of a complete descriptive text give written correction how the generic structure of the text should be paid attention. The identification paragraph or introductory paragraph of a descriptive text should be composed clearly. Based on the written feedback, pre-service teachers are able to reformulate their sentences in the part of this. In another word, they give response toward lecturers’ critical feedback positively.

The pre-service teachers’ responses on lecturers’ critical feedback are positive because the feedback leads them to make their writing to become good coherent arrangement of words, clauses, and sentences. Besides the oral metalinguistic correction is provided for pre-service teachers, lecturers also deliver them with written metalinguistic feedback. According to pre-service teachers’ responses, written metalinguistic feedback is more explicit input compared than oral metalinguistic correction. Written metalinguistic feedback is delivered through an email and often via WhatsApp devices. In doing so, lecturers comment the texts produced by individual learner. The feedback is delayed. The written metalinguistic feedback in this study refers to grammar, vocabulary, language use, organization, content, and elaboration. It helps pre-service teachers develop effective paragraphs. It is in line with Biber et al. (2011) and Haerazi and Kazemian (2021) who argues that written metalinguistic feedback can help learners to develop different types of paragraphs through the creation of topic sentence, supporting sentences, and transition.

CONCLUSION

The research findings showed that the implementation of online writing instruction and giving critical feedback toward pre-service teachers’ writing texts was proper to help pre-service English teachers reformulate their texts. The pre-service English teachers gave positive responses. It was proven that they are able administer their times in writing activities during online learning. When lecturers provide their writing tasks, they are able to arrange the generic structure of the text and discuss it with their friends or ask lecturers about it synchronously. Online learning enables them to raise their quality of higher-level writing. It emphasizes pre-service teachers to open many kinds of learning tools to check and revise their writing texts effectively and accurately. The use of Grammarly application is most familiar for learners in checking their writing texts. In the teaching of online writing instruction, pre-service English teachers are involved in learning activities focused on process-based learning and product-based learning. It was carried out in full control of techniques tending to learner-centered writing activities consisting of brain-storming, planning, multiple drafting, and peer collaboration.
before writing. Because of this, pre-service English teachers feel easy to generate a complete text.

Giving various critical feedback toward pre-service English teachers was able to help them reorganize their texts to become good coherent arrangement of words, clauses, and sentences. Feedback is carried out by lecturers during pre-service teachers do writing tasks online and after they completes their writing. The kinds of feedback given include oral recast, oral metalinguistic correction, written direct correction, and written metalinguistic correction. Synchronously, lecturers provide pre-service English teachers with those kinds of feedback. The feedback is afforded to make their writing to be better and linguistically accurate. Because of this, they gave positive responses. They feel more comfortable with those types of critical feedback provided by lecturers. It was proven that they are able to revise their texts to be better than the previous writing texts.
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